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A novel Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage (PTES)
system with thermal integration

Guido Francesco Frate, Marco Antonelli, Umberto Desideri∗

Department of Energy, Systems, Territory and Constructions Engineering
University of Pisa

Largo Lucio Lazzarino - 56122 Pisa, Italy

Abstract

Power to heat technologies are becoming more and more important due to the

extreme need of energy storage solutions to help manage the mismatch between

supply and demand of electric power in grids with a large penetration of in-

termittent renewable energy systems. Several Electric Energy Storage (EES)

technologies have been proposed in the literature, with different characteris-

tics in terms of storage capacity, response time and roundtrip efficiency. In

this paper the attention was focused on Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage

(PTES), which is a technology that stores electric energy as heat by means of

Heat Pumps (HP) and converts it again to power with a Heat Engine (HE).

In this study, a hybrid PTES application was studied, which took advantage

of a low-grade heat source to boost the electric round-trip efficiency of the sys-

tem beyond 100%. The main idea was to exploit the heat source to reduce the

HP operational temperature difference; this thermal integration boosted the HP

COP and thus the electric efficiency of the whole system. A Matlab numeri-

cal model was developed, using the thermodynamic properties of the Coolprop

data base, and the steady state operation of a PTES system composed by a

vapour-compression HP and an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) we simulated.

Heat source temperature values ranging from 80◦C to 110◦C and different work-

ing fluids were studied. Among the refrigerants, which comply with the latest
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European environmental legislation, the most promising fluid was R1233zd(E):

with such fluid a maximum round trip-efficiency of 1.3 was achieved, when the

heat source temperature reaches 110◦C and the machinery isentropic efficien-

cies is 0.8, the heat exchangers pinch points is 5K and the ORC condensation

temperature is 35◦C.

Keywords: Energy storage, Pumped Thermal Energy Storage, Power to Heat,

Enhanced Heat Recovery
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Figure 1: Working principles of classical PTES systems. The superscript + stands for heat

gained by the component, while the superscript - stands for heat returned by the component.

1. Introduction1

In many developed country an ever increasing share of electric energy is2

produced by Renewable Energy Sources (RES). The intrinsic aleatory nature3

of some of the RES poses many management and control issues. In fact the4

traditional mode of operation of large electric grids was aimed at matching a5

highly agglomerated demand with a small number of large power generation6

systems. In this arrangement, peaks in the demand were smoothed by large7

numbers of users, whose behavior was predictable by using long term statistics,8

and supply could be forecast in advance enough to guarantee a stable and secure9

service. The grids with large penetration of renewables are now facing new prob-10

lems: the deployment of power generation systems has not been programmed11

by large utilities, but by residential and small industrial users, with significant12
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unbalances between supply and demand capacity, thus creating areas with over13

capacity and areas with under capacity and with real difficulties in managing14

generation of small power plants with dispatch priority. The new system has15

therefore introduced a double mismatch between supply and demand: smaller16

and local aggregation of the demand makes it more difficult to predict and the17

installation of large shares of intermittent RES make it much more difficult to18

predict the supply, which is strongly influenced by weather changes and pat-19

terns.20

The problems described above are likely to intensify, since the share of installed21

productive capacity based on RES is intended to grow, in accordance with the22

general trends that characterize the legislation on greenhouse gases emissions of23

many developed countries, among which the European Union [1].24

It is now well known that a further exploitation of RES is possible only in con-25

junction with efficient and reliable Electric Energy Storage (EES) technologies26

[2, 3]. The main EES technology is Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES),27

which features high efficiency and large storage capacity and has been used28

for several decades for the management of large electric grids. A PHES plant29

requires peculiar geographical conditions for its operation and, at least in Eu-30

rope, the easily exploitable locations have been already utilized [4]. Since it is31

practically impossible to add PHES capacity to control grids with large shares32

of RES, in the last years the interest towards alternative EES technologies has33

grown: the main examples of such technologies are Compressed Air Energy34

Storage (CAES) and Battery Energy Storage (BES), but more technologies are35

available and being studied, such as Flywheels, Super-capacitors, Hydrogen,36

Superconducting Magnetic and many others Energy Storage systems. Further37

details can be found in [5, 6].38

A rather poorly studied EES technology is the Pumped Thermal Electricity39

Storage (PTES), which has the peculiarity of storing the electric energy as40

heat. The PTES essentially converts electric energy into heat by means of41

Heath Pumps (HP), charging a Thermal Energy Storage (TES), and converts42

the heat back with a Heat Engines (HE).43
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Two main PTES systems have been studied so far: one which uses closed Bray-44

ton cycles and one which uses trans-critical CO2 Rankine cycles. Some examples45

of Brayton PTES, using dynamic turbomachinery, are available in [7–10], while46

two variants with volumetric machines can be found in [11, 12].47

Some examples of trans-critical Rankine PTES can be found in [13–16]. A dif-48

ferent concept with isothermal compression and expansion can be found in [17].49

In the literature a few PTES systems are also available, that are powered by50

both electrical and thermal energy: this technique, that we identify with the51

term thermal integration, allows to achieve a higher electric efficiency than the52

standard PTES [18, 19].53

Focusing on thermally integrated PTES, in this study we outlined and analysed54

a novel system, by simulating its steady state operation for several operational55

parameters and conditions. The idea behind the proposed PTES system is to56

use a HP to exploit a suitable heat source allowing the PTES to store the heat at57

a higher temperature, without affecting the HP performance. At the same time,58

the HE efficiency increases, since the discharge phase has a higher maximum59

temperature, and then the whole process takes place with a higher round-trip60

efficiency.61

The outlined idea is not completely new, since it is mentioned in general terms62

in [15, 20] as a potential way to enhance the performance of standard PTES63

systems. Even though the idea was previously proposed, it was never thor-64

oughly analysed, to the best of the authors knowledge, and the present paper65

contributes to fill up this gap.66

2. Methodology67

2.1. Theoretical analysis68

PTES systems store electric energy as heat by means of a HP, while the69

thermal energy is converted back to electricity by using a HE. Hence, most of70

PTES systems are composed by three main components: a HP, a TES an HE.71

Each subsystem is characterized by a coefficient of performance: for the HP we72
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have:73

COP =
Qst
Lhp

(1)74

where Lhp is the electric energy absorbed by the HP, andQst is the heat provided75

by the HP to the TES tank.76

For the HE we have:77

ηhe =
Lhe
Qhe

(2)78

where Lhe is the electric energy supplied back by the HE. In conclusion, for the79

TES we have:80

ηst =
Qhe
Qst

(3)81

where Qhe is the heat provided to the HE by the TES.82

In standard PTES the heat is exchanged with two thermal reservoirs; the cold83

reservoir provides the heat to the HP and receives the heat from the HE, while84

the hot reservoir is the TES. For the sake of simplicity we assumed the thermal85

reservoirs as isothermal, so the hot reservoir is characterized by the temperature86

Tst and the cold reservoir is characterized by the temperature Tamb, as illus-87

trated in Figure 1. The HP, the TES and the HE are arranged in series, hence88

the round trip efficiency, namely the ratio between the absorbed and returned89

amounts of electric energy, can be defined as:90

ηrt =
Lhe
Lhp

= ηstηheCOP (4)91

If we assume to use ideal machines, we may write:92 
COPid = Tst

Tst−Tamb

ηid = Tst−Tamb

Tst

93

and the round-trip efficiency becomes:94

ηidrt = ηst95

ηst ranges from 0 to 1, so even in the ideal case the round-trip efficiency cannot96

be higher than 1.97
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It is, however, possible to conceive a PTES system which takes advantage of a98

suitable heat source to provide heat at temperature Ts > Tamb, as illustrated in99

Figure 2. Introducing a third thermal reservoir does not influence the definition

HP

Tst

Tamb

Lhp Lhe

Q-
hp

Q+
hp

Q+
he

Q-
heΔT

ΔT
ΔT

ΔT
Ts

HE

Figure 2: Working principles of the proposed thermally integrated PTES system. The

superscript + stands for heat gained by the component, while the subscript - stands for heat

returned by the component.

100

of ηrt, since it takes in account only the electric amount of energy, but now we101

have:102 
COPid = Tst

Tst−Ts

ηid = Tst−Tamb

Tst

103

and for ηrt we find:104

ηidrt = ηst

(
Tst − Tamb
Tst − Ts

)
(5)105

In such case the round-trip efficiency can be higher than 1 as long as:106

Ts > Tst(1− ηst) + ηstTamb107

If we have a perfectly insulated TES (ηst = 1), ηrt is always higher than 1.108

This effect takes place because the thermal source allows to the HP to store109

the same amount of heat absorbing less electric energy; in practical terms the110

system is powered by both electric and thermal energy inputs; to take in account111

both those terms we defined a total efficiency as:112

ηtot =
Lhe − Lhp

Qs
=
ηstηheCOP − 1

COP − 1
113
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where Qs is the heat provided by the thermal source. In the ideal case we have:114

115

ηidtot = 1− Tst(1− ηst) + Tambηst
Ts

(6)116

From Equations 5 and 6 we see that both the round-trip and the overall effi-117

ciency increase while Ts increase; conversely, if Ts is fixed, both the efficiencies118

increase while Tst tends to Ts, which is the same as saying that the HP has to119

work with minimum operational temperature difference to maximize the perfor-120

mance of the system.121

In practical cases it is a non-sense to use a heat source from the combustion122

of fossil fuels, while it could be very interesting to use waste or low grade heat123

sources. In this perspective the main available heat sources are Industrial Waste124

Heat (IWH), low grade geothermal heat and solar thermal energy. For the sake125

of simplicity, we assumed the thermal source as a thermal reservoir at constant126

temperature, even though all the listed potential thermal sources provide sen-127

sible heat.128

Based on the above assumptions and constraints the PTES system that we pro-129

pose in this paper consists of a vapour-compression HP for the charging phase130

of the TES and of an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) recovering the stored heat.131

Figure 3 shows the T-s plane with the thermodynamic cycles of the HP and the132

ORC for one of the studied cases. Bearing in mind Equations 1, 2 and 3 and
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Figure 3: in T-s diagram of the Heat pump cycle and organic Rankine cycle with R1233zd(E);

the represented case works with ∆Thp
op = 10K and Ts = 110◦C

133
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performing energy balances on the HP, the ORC and the TES, the main energy134

flows among the components were calculated and the results are illustrated in135

Figure 4.

Ts

Tamb

ΔT

ΔT

Lhp HP

ORC(COP-1)⋅Lhp

COP⋅Lhp COP⋅Lhp⋅ηst

COP⋅Lhp⋅ηst⋅ηorc

COP⋅Lhp⋅ηst⋅(1- ηorc)

Heat 
Storage

Figure 4: Conceptual diagram of the proposed thermally integrated PTES system. The

specified energy flows are calculated with Equations 1, 2 and 3 and the energy balance of each

component.

136

2.2. Numerical model137

The paper deals with the steady state simulation of the outlined storage138

system, focusing on the influence of Ts and Tst on the round-trip efficiency.139

A total of 17 fluids, chosen among the artificial and natural refrigerants con-140

tained in the Coolprop data base [21], were investigated; from this initial pool of141

fluids we discarded all that underwent, or will be subjected in the near future,142

to bans or restrictions due to European environmental legislation [22]. The re-143

maining environmentally friendly, or clean, fluids were further analyzed.144

The initial 17 refrigerants were selected considering their critical temperature145

Tcrit: only the subcritical operation for the HP and the ORC was assumed, thus146

many refrigerants were discarded because their Tcrit was too low.147

We performed all the simulations with MATLAB (ver. 2012b) and all the ther-148

modynamic data were retrieved by the Coolprop data base. The developed149
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numerical model is based on some assumptions:150

• the charge and the discharge phases are performed with the HP and the151

ORC using the same working fluid. Water is not among the tested flu-152

ids because it would have required a vacuum pump to extract the non-153

condensable gasses from the condenser, while none of the other fluids154

presented such requirement;155

• ηis = 0.8 for both ORC expander and HP compressor;156

• ηst = 0.9;157

• the evaporator and the condenser of the HP and the evaporator of the158

ORC have the same pinch point ∆Thpevap = ∆Thpcond = ∆T orcevap = 5K;159

• at the exit of HP condenser the fluid is subcooled by three degree (∆Thpsc =160

3K);161

• at the exit of HP evaporator the fluid is superheated by three degree162

(∆Thpsh = 3K);163

• the HP compression ends in the superheated or saturated steam state;164

• the ORC expansion has a final vapor quality higher than 0.85;165

• if the ORC expansion ends in the superheated steam state at a temper-166

ature 15K higher than the condensation temperature, the cycle can be167

regenerated. In other words, if T orcsh,cond was the temperature at the exit168

of the expander and T orccond was the ORC condensation temperature, the169

cycle can be regenerated only when ∆T orcreg = T orcsh,cond − T orccond ≥ 15K. Un-170

like other ORC applications, the regeneration is beneficial, since the heat171

provided to the ORC is stored before being used, thus a more efficient172

ORC leads to a more compact TES;173

• the ORC condensation temperature is T orccond = 35◦C;174

• the pressure losses in the heat exchangers are negligible;175

• the minimum HP operational temperature difference ∆Thpop = Tst − Ts =176

10K. This was assumed as the minimum achievable value in practice.177
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Figure 5: Round-trip efficiency ηrt as function of Tst and Ts for all the investigated fluids.

(a): fixed Ts = 100◦C and varying Tst. (b): varying Ts with ∆Thp
op = 10K and Tst =

Ts + ∆Thp
op

◦C. Discontinuities and sudden changes of slope were due to the ORC regenerator,

which started working only when the condensation steam was sufficiently superheated.

3. Main results178

The results obtained from the simulations are in agreement with the theo-179

retical conclusions deduced in Section 2.1, confirming that also in the practical180

case both ηrt and ηtot are maximized by small ∆Thpop .181

Figures 5 shows ηrt as a function of Tst and Ts for all the investigated fluids;182

Figure 5(a) shows the case with Ts = 100◦C and variable Tst; while Figure 5(b)183

shows the case with variable Ts and Tst = Ts + 10.184

The results related to only the environmentally friendly refrigerants were iso-185

lated for the sake of clarity and illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). Figure186

7(a) shows ηtot as a function of Ts. The negative values correspond to the case187

in which ηrt < 1 and thus the net work becomes negative.188

For a better characterization of the performance of the proposed system, we189

compared the overall efficiency with that of a system which directly exploits the190

heat source; for a fair comparison we assumed to use an ORC with the same191

characteristics of that used in the PTES; this ORC exploited the heat source192
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Figure 6: Round-trip efficiency ηrt as function of Tst and Ts for only the environmentally

friendly fluids. (a): fixed Ts = 100◦C and varying Tst. (b): varying Ts with ∆Thp
op = 10K

and Tst = Ts + ∆Thp
op

◦C. Discontinuities and sudden changes of slope are due to the ORC re-

generator, which starts working only when the condensation steam is sufficiently superheated.

directly so its evaporation temperature was T orcevap = Ts −∆T orcevap. Conversely,193

the PTES ORC had T orcevap = Tst −∆T orcevap.194

We compared ηtot with the direct exploitation efficiency ηdir by defining:195

γ =
ηtot
ηdir

196

Figure 7(b) shows γ as a function of Ts.197

4. Discussion and ancillary results198

4.1. Round trip efficiency and total efficiency199

By varying Ts in the range from 80◦C to 110◦C, the highest values of ηtot200

and ηrt was found when Ts = 110◦C.201

Although working fluids such as R11 and R141b allowed to achieve ηrt > 1.4, the202

maximum efficiency with an allowed fluid did not exceed ηrt = 1.3. The most203

promising environmentally friendly fluid is R1233zd(E), followed by R1234ze(Z)204
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and Ammonia. The main results for those three fluids are summarized in table205

1.206

The results about efficiency confirmed that in principle ηrt and ηtot increase

Fluids R1233zd(E) R1234ze(Z) Ammonia

T [◦C] 80 95 110 80 95 110 80 95 110

ηrt 0.903 1.128 1.295 0.893 1.07 1.182 0.903 1.043 1.052

ηtot -0.0104 0.014 0.032 -0.012 0.008 0.021 -0.011 0.0051 0.007

γ -0.126 0.130 0.249 -0.141 0.073 0.167 -0.128 0.046 0.053

Table 1: Summary of main results for the three most performing operative fluids. Negative

values of ηtot and γ correspond to the case in which ηrt < 1 and thus the net work Lnet =

Lorc − Lhp < 0.
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Figure 7: Total efficiency ηtot (figure (a)) and γ, the ratio between ηtot and the direct

exploitation efficiency, (figure (b)) as function of Ts for the environmentally friendly fluids.

Discontinuities and sudden changes of slope were due to the ORC regenerator, which starts

working only when the condensation steam is sufficiently superheated

207

with higher values of Ts in agreement with what has been discussed in Section208

2.1. However, we found that ηrt and ηtot does not increase monotonously when209
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Ts approaches Tcrit: in fact, they both showed a maximum before starting to210

drop while Ts increased. This effect is clear in Figure 5 and 7 only for Isobu-211

tane and Ammonia, which had the lowest Tcrit among the investigated fluids.212

The critical temperatures of the other fluids were well beyond the investigated213

temperature range, so the peaks of efficiency were not visible.214

This effect could not be predicted by the theoretical analysis in Section 2.1,215

since the Carnot efficiency does not depend on the nature of the working fluid.216

ηrt and ηtot showed similar trends and the R1233zd(E) was again the fluid217

with which the highest overall efficiency was achieved: the maximum ηtot was218

achieved in correspondence of Ts = 110◦C and its value was slightly higher than219

3%.220

γ has similar trends with ηtot and ηrt, its maximum value being slightly lower221

than 0.25, which means that the PTES converts the provided energy (both the222

electric and the thermal amounts) with an efficiency four times lower than an223

hypothetical ORC which exploits the heat source directly.
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Figure 8: COP as a function of Ts for the environmentally friendly fluids.

224

4.2. Technical considerations225

4.2.1. Operational pressures226

The HP condensation and evaporation pressures are shown as a function of227

Ts in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Due to the operational temperatures,228

it is important to work with pressures as low as possible, in order to reduce the229

mechanical stress on the piping and thermal equipment.230
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The Ammonia showed the highest pressures values, while the R1233zd(E) and231

the SES36 showed the lowest. As a rule of thumb the HP operational fluid232

pressures should be as low as possible in order to reduce the thermal equip-233

ment costs. In our study, the fluid which showed the highest efficiency, the234

R1233zd(E), had also the second lowest operational pressure values, which con-235

firms such fluid as the most suitable for the proposed PTES system.236

It is worth noting that the R1233zd(E) pressures were in line with that of the237

traditional heat pumps; in Table 2 we reported the desirable values of opera-238

tional pressures for three commercial HP refrigerants that are comparable with239

that obtained with R1233zd(E) in our analysis. Therefore, the development of240

a suitable thermal equipment for the high temperature HP, which is necessary241

for the outlined PTES system, should not arise serious technical issues.

Fluids R134a R410a R407c R1233zd(E)

Phpcond [bar] 11.6 27.3 19.7* 18.4**

Phpevap [bar] 3.5 9.3 6.7* 10.9**

Table 2: Saturation pressures for three common HP refrigerants at the temperatures 5◦C

and 45◦C. (*)R407c is a blend and only the liquid saturation pressures are reported. (**) The

pressures of R1233zd(E) are calculated with Ts = 110◦C.

242

4.2.2. Thermal and electric storage capacity243

The storage capacity is the amount of electric energy that can be stored in244

the system. In our analysis such parameter was represented by Lhp, which is245

exactly the electric energy absorbed during the storage charging phase.246

The energy balance on the HP yields:247 Qs = Lhp(COP − 1)

Qst = LhpCOP

(7)248

In the investigated temperature range the COP of R1233zd(E) was quite con-249

stant and it showed values comparable to 10.5, as can be seen in Figure 8,250
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hence, from the second of the Equations 7 it follows that, for every kWh of251

stored electric energy, we have to accumulate more than ten kWh of heat. This252

thermodynamic requirement establishes a practical and economical limitation253

to the size of the storage system, encouraging the use of heat storage media that254

can guarantee high energy density, such as Phase Change Materials (PCM). An255

accurate analysis about the optimal PCM for the proposed PTES system is256

beyond the purpose of this paper.257

From the second of Equation 7 it also follows that higher COPs lead to higher258

efficiency, but also to a larger heat storage tank volume, which generally entails259

higher costs and larger thermal losses. These contrasting effects must be taken260

into account during the storage sizing, thus the choice of the magnitude of Lhp261

needs to be the outcome of a thermo-economic optimization process. Such an262

in-depth analysis requires to specify at least the nature of the thermal source263

and the TES materials, hence it is beyond the scopes of the present paper.264

From the first of Equations 7 it follows that also Qs is almost ten times greater265

than Lhp. Therefore, a system with high ηrt, i.e. with high COP, is limited in266

size not only by the volume of the TES, but also by the maximum amount of267

heat provided by the source. Moreover, Equations 7 are written in terms of en-268

ergy but are also valid in terms of power, thus the heat source has to supply not269

only the adequate amount of energy, but also the adequate amount of power.270

If the heat is provided by IWH or geothermal resources, the size of the thermal271

source is fixed both in terms of energy and power, setting a practical limitation272

to the size of the PTES electric capacity. If there are no pre-existing thermal273

sources, Qs has to be produced and thus it will have a production cost, for274

example the costs of purchase and installation of the solar collectors, in case275

of solar energy exploitation. Hence, from the economical point of view the op-276

timum size of Lhp can be obtained only with a thermo-economic optimization277

that takes into account the efficiency, the thermal energy production cost and278

the limitations imposed by the Equations 7.279
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4.2.3. Comparison with other PTES systems280

Round trip efficiency281

As previously mentioned, the main kinds of PTES are those which use trans-282

critical CO2 cycles or closed Brayton cycles. Both those systems have a round283

trip efficiency that is hardly higher than 0.6, which is less than half of the284

efficiency achieved by our system. However this comparison is rather unfair,285

because those systems are designed to work with only electric inputs, while our286

system owes its higher round trip efficiency to the thermal integration.287

The proper comparison has to be done between systems that take advantage of288

both thermal and electric energy inputs. To the best of the author knowledge289

the examples of such systems available in the literature are:290

• [18] a PTES system integrated with IWH that achieves an ηrt slightly291

higher than 0.8 with a heat input provided at a maximum temperature of292

80◦C;293

• [19] a PTES system integrated with solar thermal energy, where the heat294

is provided at a maximum temperature slightly lower than 100◦C and the295

system achieves a maximum ηrt = 0.84;296

• [15] a transcritical CO2 PTES system. Such system utilizes only electric297

input and the thermal integration is mentioned only as way of enhance-298

ment of ηrt. No further details are given in the paper;299

• [20] a system designed to work with only electric input whose performances300

can be boosted with an additional thermal input. the round-trip efficiency301

exceeds 1 when the heat is provided at Ts > 88◦C.302

It is interesting to compare the efficiency of thermally integrated PTES, being303

equal the temperature of the heat source: in fact, this guarantees that the304

compared systems are taking advantage of comparable heat sources. It is true305

that a complete comparison requires to compare the exergetic efficiencies of the306

examined systems, but being such data unavailable in the literature, we can307

settle for the specified approximate comparison.308

Since our system achieved ηrt > 0.9 for Ts ≥ 80 and ηrt > 1 for Ts ≥ 86.5, we can309
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conclude that, under the simplifying assumption of an isothermal heat source,310

the efficiency of our system is higher than any other described in the literature.311

It is worth noting that in the literature examples, the process that provides the312

heat is sometimes not isothermal, thus the comparison would require further313

analysis.314

Plant design complexity315

Apart from featuring high efficiency, a PTES system should have a simple316

plant design. The efficiency can be a good indicator of the quality of the system,317

only as long as its complexity does not impair its own technical and economical318

feasibility. On the other side, although the design simplicity is one of the most319

important features, it is often necessary to complicate the system in order to320

achieve satisfactory efficiency. From this point of view, the thermal integra-321

tion can bring great advantages, boosting the ηrt to such an extent that many322

add-ons intended to enhance it might become unnecessary, promoting a much323

simpler plant design.324

Plant complexity often has the effect of pushing the system towards high ranges325

of capacity (from ten to hundreds of MWh), in order to justify the technical326

and economical efforts. Some examples of high capacity PTES with complex327

design can be found in [7, 20, 23].328

The fundamental problem of a high capacity PTES is that it has to with-329

stand the comparison against similar capacity PHES systems, which usually330

have higher efficiency and are already a well consolidated technology. However,331

the PTES have the great advantage of offering a comparable storage service,332

without requiring any particular geographical constraint. In this perspective333

the thermal integration can be a double-edged sword since it actually boosts334

the ηrt, but it links the PTES to the thermal source geographical position, forc-335

ing it to lose its main advantage over the PHES.336

Among the thermal sources that can be exploited, only the solar one establishes337

no geographical constraints. Despite this, solar energy has to be produced rather338

than recuperated from low grade resources often considered unprofitable, fur-339
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thermore, the required solar field has to be of adequate size, as stated in Section340

4.2.2, and the economical feasibility of such solution requires careful evaluation.341

For all the highlighted reasons, the thermal integration seems to be more suit-342

able for systems with little or medium capacity (Lhp < 5÷ 10 MWh), in which343

range the systems have to be as cheap and simple as possible, thus they can ben-344

efit a lot from the efficiency boost due to thermal integration. Moreover, small345

size PTES do not have to compete against PHES, so they can endure some ge-346

ographical constraints dictated by the availability of the heat sources. Finally,347

for such medium or small systems, the solar integration could become more af-348

fordable, especially in conjunction with microgeneration scenarios, in which the349

same array of solar collectors could provide heat for multiple applications.350

4.3. Sensitivity analysis351

A sensitive analysis was performed on the round-trip efficiency results, in352

agreement with the other studies on PTES systems available in the literature.353

The investigation was focused on the influence of isentropic efficiencies, heat354

exchangers pinch points and condensation temperature of ORC, by studying a355

total of six variables, as indicated in Table 3.356

Since it is not practical to analyse the separate effects of each variable, we fol-357

lowed a Monte Carlo approach: the system was iteratively simulated, randomly358

drawing the analysed variables from a range of acceptable values; within this359

range the probability of being picked up is uniform and each range is centered360

around a mean value, corresponding to that used in the main analysis for the361

related variable. The selected variation ranges and the related mean values are362

listed in Table 3.363

Every simulation produces a value of ηrt that is function of Ts, as pointed out364

in the main analysis, and of ηcompis , ηexpis , ∆Thpevap, ∆Thpcond, ∆T orcevap and T orccond.365

We repeated the whole process a suitable number of time and we obtained a set366

of ηrtvalues on which a multi-variable linear regression was performed, in order367

to find the most appropriate linear relation between the efficiency, Ts and the368

aforementioned six variables.369
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Variables ηcompis ηexpis ∆Thpevap ∆Thpcond ∆T orcevap T orccond

mean value 0.8 0.8 5 5 5 15

Variation range ±0.2 ±0.2 ±3 ±3 ±3 ±10

Table 3: Mean values and variation ranges of the variables selected for the sensitivity analysis.

Coefficient B A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

Reference Variable - Ts ∆Thpevap ∆Thpcond ηcompis T orccond ∆T orcevap ηexpis

Numerical Value -1.0634 0.0114 -0.0464 -0.0466 1.1796 -0.0146 -0.0111 1.4332

Table 4: Numerical values of linear regression coefficients

In practical terms, we assumed that ηrt can be written as:370

ηrt =

n∑
i=1

Aixi +B371

where B is a constant and each of the xi is a variable among Ts and the six372

listed in Table 3.373

The residual εj was the error that affects the linear model with respect to the374

j-th random evaluation of ηrt and it can be defined as:375

εj = ηjrt −
n∑
i=1

Aix
j
i +B376

where xji and ηjrt are respectively the input variables and the result of the j-th377

random evaluation of the round trip efficiency.378

The best linear relation minimizes the sum of (εj)
2 and as a measure of the379

quality of the fit the parameter R2 is used, which in our particular case is380

defined as:381

R2 = 1−
∑
j εj∑

j(η
j
rt − 〈η

j
rt〉)

382

where 〈ηjrt〉 is the mean values of ηjrt. R2 ranges from 0 to 1 and the closer to 1383

it is, the better the model traces the fitted data.384
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The linear model parameters may change with number of randomly generated385

points, thus in order to achieve a satisfactory independence from the number of386

random evaluations of ηrt, we generated an adequate number of points. Then,387

we monitored each parameter of the linear model while increasing the number of388

generated points and we stopped when the relative variation from an iteration389

to the following was smaller than 5%. We found that a number of 104 random390

evaluations was appropriate to satisfy the established precision criterion. In391

Table 4 we indicated the coefficients of the linear model; such model was char-392

acterized by R2 = 0.9684.393

With the linear model we have Ai = ∂ηrt
∂xi

, that can be seen as a measure of the394

influence of xi on ηrt. From Table 4 we can see that the isentropic efficiencies395

had the greatest impact, followed by ∆Thpevap and ∆Thpcond, while ∆T orcevap was the396

least influential variable.397

The sensitivity analysis suggests that the ORC expander, followed closely by398

the HP compressor, is the piece of equipment that has to be selected with the399

greatest care. On the contrary, the ORC evaporator could have had a relatively400

high pinch-point, without severely affecting the round trip efficiency.401

In order to isolate the effects of the isentropic efficiencies, which were the two402

most influential variables, we repeated the sensitivity analysis, fixing all the403

other variables to their mean values and assuming Ts = 100◦C; Figure 10 sum-404

marizes the results of this last analysis, illustrating how crucial can be to work405

with a high quality equipment for expansion and compression.406

5. Conclusions407

PTES systems generally store electrical energy in the form of heat by means408

of a HP and convert it back with a HE. In the previously studied configurations,409

the HP takes the heat at the same temperature at which the HE gives it back.410

Conversely, in the present paper we propose a system that takes advantage of a411

suitable heat source, in order to enable the HP to absorb the heat at tempera-412

tures higher than that at which it is discharged. We referred to such technique413
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as thermal integration and we found that, by means of reducing the operational414

∆T of the HP, it enhances the round-trip efficiency of the storage system.415

PTES is an emerging electric storage technology, but it is difficult to achieve416

round-trip efficiencies higher than 0.6. In this perspective, we found that the417

thermal integration can be a great way to boost the PTES performance. The418

number of papers that analyse such application is scarce compared with that419

of papers about batteries, CAES or other innovative electric storage technolo-420

gies, but our results confirmed the considerable potential of thermally integrated421

PTES systems as electric storage technologies.422

A number of heat source temperatures in the range from 80◦C to 110◦C was423

studied and the performance of the system for several working fluids was simu-424

lated. By focusing on the fluids that comply with the latest European environ-425

mental legislation, we found that the R1233zd(E) is the most promising, since426

such fluid showed a maximum round-trip efficiency equal to 1.3 when the heat427

source temperature was 110◦C. Such value is not surprising, since the round-428

trip is usually defined taking in account only electric energy terms and it can429

be higher than 1 if the heat source is at sufficiently high temperature.430
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 Highlights:

�A novel thermally integrated  Pumped Thermal Electricity Storage was proposed
�A numerical model was developed and the steady state operation of PTES was simulated
�The thermal  integration boosted the electric round-trip efficiency beyond 100%
�A comparison between standard  and thermally integrated PTES was proposed
�Practical  limitations to capacity size due to required amount of heat were discussed


